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As our craftworlds ply the vast expanse of the 
void, will we find that which can fill the void 
within our souls?

That’s but one of many meaningful, beautiful, 
and poetic insights you will discover within these 
pages, teeming with tempered wisdom.

I’m sure you’ve already discerned it: I know 
precisely what I’m talking about. 

In the space of these pages you will find 
philosophy, passion, tension, a sweet ache 
that accompanies longing, and crass product 
placement from our glorious sponsors. Let your 
eyes partake of these gifts, and with each new 
page, every fresh epiphany, allow your  
spirit to expand.

Contemplate this enlightening arrangement I 
have prepared, and vicariously experience the 
myriad of horizons I have witnessed with my 
unblinking gaze.

Chronicler Les’li of  Biel Tan

This Xeno propaganda filth was intercepted and archived by

For Sanctioned Personnel’s eyes only,  

possession of xeno propaganda by all others will be 

punished by summary execution, then flogging.

EagleOrdinary.com



Letters to the Editor

Do you seek guidance? Love advice? Interpretations of your last fate reading?  
A companion to drive away the tears of loneliness as we contemplate our existence before 

the never-ending void? Direct your thoughts to our editing outpost on Altansar.

Wise Editor, I grow increasingly 
concerned for the wellbeing of my 
progeny. He was once studious and 
dutiful, but now he spends so much time 
away from home. Rather than attending 
to his daily meditations, he meanders 
about the Craftworld with a clutch of 
hooligans, making trouble and causing 
me such distress, I fear I shall wrinkle! I 
did not endure our tedious reproductive 
cycle to suffer this! 

How can I keep him from becoming one 
of those wretched Harlequins?                                     

 A concerned mother

I used to be on the front line of every 
battle. 

My bond with the spiritstone of my 
vessel was strong, and we crushed all 
foes before us. But now, something is 
different. My Serpent Shield doesn’t 
have the same force it used to. I feel 
like, now, I can only fire it once a day. 
More and more, my Autarch leaves me 
at home, and deploys jetbikes instead. 
What should I do?

Wave Serpent pilot

For years, my partner and I have had a 
stable, loving relationship, but recently, 
problematic signs have been harder and 
harder to ignore. 

It all began after he spent a weekend 
visiting relatives in Commoragh. He  lost 
so much weight that his skin almost 
seemed to hang off of him, but it’s his 
new attitude that has me worried. We 
were always vegan, but now he orders 
steaks “flayed,” and instead of backrubs, 
he calls it “probing my musculature.” Did 
my fiance come back a Commorite?

Forever Devoted

Fear not, noble matron, my wisdom shall 
soothe away your fretting. 

Many Eldar youths pass through this phase 
of misanthropy. The key is to channel his 
energies into a constructive enterprise. Has he 
considered joining the star faring Corsairs, or 
the wandering Rangers, as an outcast? There 
he will be exposed to many dangers, and will 
return wiser and more grounded as a result. 

Should he die in his travels, you can inter his 
soulstone within the body of a Wraithguard, 
which will curb his hormonal urges  
quite nicely.

This is the natural way of things; do not fear. 
As our Autarch’s strategies evolve, we find 
that we must make way for new methods 
of war, but this diminishes your significance 
not a whit! Take pleasure in how glorious 
your Wave Serpent looks in the vehicle 
hangar, how majestic, far from the 
tribulations of combat, free of the unsightly 
weathering and ugly paint scratches that 
are so common on the battle field. Perhaps 
you can befriend other units that are often 
left off of the battle rolls, such as the pilots 
of the noble War Walkers?

I weep for you, fair flower. 

I am sure of it: your partner has been drawn 
into the sects of the Commorites. 

It is best that you terminate your 
relationship post-haste. Fret not, I shall 
wipe away your tears, perhaps over a bottle 
of Alaitoc shaerath wine?



The Mon-Keigh are Losing Another War

UTHWE FARSEER Sathrion AND BIEL TAN AUTARCH DAERYETH WEIGH IN

Today we’re joining Farseer Sathrion  and Autarch Daeryeth to discuss the fate of the Mon-
Keigh and whether or not we should save them from their own foolishness yet again. 

Let’s get down to it, Farseer, why should we concern ourselves with the fate of these barbaric 
children?

Farseer Sathrion 
Yes, the humans are uncivilized simians. Yes, they are violent and barbaric.  
And yes, a human did stab me once, but compared to the daemons...

Autarch Daeryeth 
...I feel like you’re winning this argument for me.  

Have you foreseen your defeat?

Farseer Sathrion 
We’re not picking friends, we’re picking neighbors.  
Would you prefer the violent, bungling simians, or an unending tide of daemonic 
horror that threatens to spill into realspace, rendering our race’s primordial sin in 
flesh as a writhing wave of unreality-

Autarch Daeryeth 
Fair points, Farseer, but, as a retort: the humans smell.

Farseer Sathrion 
Be that as it may-

Autarch Daeryeth 
And! Their tanks don’t even fly.  

They’d look absurd next to our beauteous war machines.

Farseer Sathrion 
She Who Thirsts, the Great Enemy, advances on us, and you-

Autarch Daeryeth 
 The fact of the matter is their hats are insufficient. Look at this!

TODAY, ON BETWEEN TWO FYRNS : DO THE ELDAR BENEFICENTLY INTERVENE, OR LEAVE THEM TO THEIR FATE?



Autarch Daeryeth 
Far smaller,  

and their hats don’t even have guns!

Farseer Sathrion 
...despite that-

Editor 
 Sorry to interrupt, we’ve received reports... 
... it seems that Cadia has just exploded.

Farseer Sathrion 
...

Autarch Daeryeth 
FINE, we’ll go.

S E N D  U S  Y O U R  S Q U A D  P I C S !

Shayai of Iyanden shares this pict of her enjoying  
Cosmos with the whole family!  

Hang in there, Shayai!

Shout-out from Iyanden!



This illuminating dance track brought to you by the Masque of the Dreaming Shadow .

It’s Easy!
Have you ever wanted to learn the  

Eighty-Thousand Sighing Steps of the Thynall Clade? 

(Repeat on the ceiling)

repeat 5 times

hol
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wiggle legs vigorouslycov
er y

our
 eye

s

Jazz hands

exhale

start here

Flip x 3



Views of Grandeur

EVERYTHING YOUR FAVORITE CELEBS GOT UP TO  
AND WHAT THEY WERE WEARING THIS PAST MILLENNIUM

ELDRAD ULTHRAN
The oldest and boldest, Eldrad’s visions 
have recently forced him into exile… 
too bad he hasn’t had a fashion vision!  
Black and cream are so done.

MACHA
 Still sporting her fiery scarlet locks, will she kill it 
on the red carpet this season? They say the third 
time’s the charm…

LELITH HESPERAX 
Seen wearing clothing! Has she put on weight? 
Covering up a battle scar or blemish on her 
flawless figure? Exclusive, damning picts.

YVRAINE
Aeldari? Drukhari?  

We’re still in the dark but we 
want answers! Her headdress is 

absolutely on point.

VISARCH 
A mysterious warrior in red, with Drukhari and 
Aeldari signatures on his armor? We’re in love!  

More on his cape on pg. 16…

Flip x 3



My celestial romp       amidst the stars
Xenophobia. Arrogance. Insularity.

 These enlightenment-hampering sins have long plagued the outlook of our race.  
We hold ourselves so high above those with whom we share the galaxy that once was ours.  

But what can we teach them? What can they teach us?

I wanted to learn the violent, warlike ways of man,  
to see the suffering of the humble soldier firsthand.  
Unfortunately, this involved my firsthand suffering.

I leapt through the tall grass with the untamed beasts.  
I discovered that their vision is based on movement

 I ventured into the void to know the myriad of lives that blink into existence in the spinning disc of our reality.  
I wanted to forgive their many sins, and perhaps, in so doing, forgive myself.

“Sometimes the artillery stops to reload, that’s when I sleep!” 
 - A particuarly stupid specimen



Why shun our kin? Our twin hearts beat in the same cadence,  
whether in the void or the webway.  

We exchanged wisdom. They were not earnest.

I knew I could pluck the string of wisdom from the galactic harp, 
 had I the courage to just look, and ask, and extend my hand to the primitives.  

Below, I sing the song of what I saw, and felt, and ran from. 

Let my consciousness flow into yours, that you too may know.

But I learned that they’re all just as stupid as ever.  
Best that we carry on assuming our ways are superior.

“I TOT DUH POINTY’ED HOW TO SAY ‘ELLO!”

My celestial romp       amidst the stars

I approached the Ork.  
I wished to learn the language of the primitives.  

It was a short lesson.



Today we’re reviewing the hottest, 
most controversial new item  

this season, and joining  
me is our special guest,  

the Avatar of Khaine

Avatar, so glad to have you.  
Here’s the item everyone is raving about:  

the Visarch’s beautiful fur accented battle cloak. 
Bold, striking, impressive,  

but as they say, fur is murder.  
What does our guest think?

ALL SHALL BURN

I FEEL BEAUTIFUL

BONESINGER Y’DAITH 
presents

FASHION 
PREVIEW

Fashion Preview Continued  
On page 24

Why chase after last season’s chic 
when you can forsee the chic of 

the future? Joining us today is our 
special guest

The Avatar of

Khaine

I AM KHAELA 
MENSHA KHAINE

I agree, it’s hot.  
Try it on!



The Art of Dating
ASPECT WARRIOR EDITION

Fire Dragon  

 Pros: Explosively passionate  

 Cons: Things heat up quickly   

 “This is my… firepike.”

Howling Banshees 
Pros: Athletic and agile acrobat 

Cons: Hides behind a mask, screamer  

Don’t forget earplugs.

Striking Scorpion 
 Pros: Loves getting close, discreet  

Cons: Sneaks around behind your back 

Bit of a stalker.

Warp Spiders 
 Pros: Spontaneous  

Cons: Backs away when you get close, can’t commit 

“I’m multidimensional”

Dark Reaper 
Pros: Dark and mysterious    

Cons: Prefers long distance relationships  

Not bad if you don’t mind spending a lot of time on Sk’ype 

Log onto Webr, the hottest new dating service for singles in the Webway!  
This month, join us in walking the path of the heart, and swipe right on these hot 

young singles. They’ll deep strike right into your heart .

Fashion Preview Continued  
On page 24



Douleur, the new treatment from FleshcraftersTM.

Before After

Douleur

Have the ravages of the many passing centuries taken their toll on your usually flawless complexion? 
Have you suffered a slightly more tanned complexion than you intended due to star exposure? 

Do you have almost imperceptible blemishes?

Dark Lord Xulandr 

A repeat customer!

FleshcraftersTM understands the secrets of flesh.  
Our ancient methods have reinvigorated the bodies of billions of Eldar 

throughout the millennia, always with shocking results.  
We know that while pain is temporary, beauty is forever. 

Don’t shy away from your inner perfection.  
Visit FleshcraftersTM today.

SAIM-HANN SPECIAL EDITION 

JETBIKE
Get to the battlefield in style with the vintage, 

classic M43 Spectre Jetbike! Now with cupholder, 
complementary air freshener to repel the stench of 
slain Mon-Keigh, and a sample waxing kit of pure 

Tuhrl’tel brand refined warp balaene. *Flight jacket not included


